Max Einstein: The Genius Experiment
by James Patterson
Max Einstein and a group of international geniuses use their creativity and curiosity to help solve some of the world’s toughest problems with science.

Stay
by Bobbie Pyron
When Piper and her family move into a homeless shelter in a new city, she misses her former life while also finding new friendships at Hope House, including a street dog named Baby, that Piper must protect from being taken away for good.

Race to the Sun
by Rebecca Roanhorse
Guided by her Navajo ancestors, seventh-grader Nizhoni Begay discovers she is descended from a holy woman and destined to become a monsterslayer, starting with the evil businessman who kidnapped her father.

The Wishmakers
by Tyler Whitesides
When Ace and Tina accidentally release genies from seemingly ordinary jars, they are each given a week to complete two nearly impossible quests. If they fail, the world will end.

Graphic Novel

Catwad: It's Me
by Jim Benton
JGN Catwad
Follow a grouchy kitty who shares offbeat observations on everything from pizza and computers to toothbrushing and his dim-witted best friend.

Unicorn Bowling: Another Phoebe and her Unicorn Adventure
by Dana Simpson
JGN Phoebe
Phoebe and Marigold Heavenly Nostrils write songs, publish rival news websites and visit Camp Shimmerhorn.

Nonfiction

Two Truths and a Lie: Forces of Nature
by Ammi-Joan Paquette
J500 Paq
Amazing nature-themed stories in groups of three which invite kids to guess which one is a hoax.

STEM Lab: 25 Super Cool Projects
by Jack Challoner
J507.8 Cha
Highly visual, hands-on experiments and activities from the experts at the Smithsonian. Projects include a guitar and a bubble blower.
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Fiction

The Friendship War
by Andrew Clements
JF Clements
A girl who has always enjoyed the spotlight encounters an unexpected rival in her own best friend, who has accidentally triggered a hot new fad at school.

Awesome Dog 5000
by Justin Dean
JF Dean
Discovering a robotic dog with amazing powers, three video game enthusiasts embark on a wild and comedic adventure.

Dragons in a Bag
by Zetta Elliott
JF Elliott
A witch enlists Jaxon and his friends to help deliver a clutch of baby dragons to the magical world where they belong, a quest that is thrown into chaos by the trio’s inability to follow dragon-care rules.

Ember and the Ice Dragons
by Heather Fawcett
JF Fawcett
Transformed by her adoptive magician father from a dragon into a girl, Ember is unable to completely hide her dragon qualities and is sent to live in her eccentric aunt’s Antarctica research station, where she sabotages a dragon hunt.

The Last Last-Day-of-Summer
by L.R. Giles
JF Giles
When two adventurous cousins accidentally extend the last day of summer by freezing time, they discover that the secrets they find hidden between the unmoving seconds, minutes, and hours are not as much fun as expected.

Remarkables
by Margaret Peterson Haddix
JF Haddix
Befriending her cool new neighbors only to see them disappear, a teen with a painful past meets a secretive boy who also sees the vanishing neighbors, but warns her to stay away.

The Minor Third
by Neil Patrick Harris
JF Harris
Theo’s drawn to a Magic Misfits newcomer at the same time the group’s loyalties are tested by an Emerald Ring scheme.

When You Trap a Tiger
by Tae Keller
JF Keller
Moving with her parents into the home of her sick grandmother, young Lily forges a complicated pact with a magical tiger.

You Go First
by Erin Entrada Kelly
JF Kelly
Charlotte and Ben are highly skilled competitors at online Scrabble. That connection helps both as they face family issues and the turmoil of middle school.

Notorious
by Gordon Korman
JF Korman
Moving to an island split between the United States and Canada, Keenan learns about the island’s Prohibition-era smuggling history from an unconventional neighbor who believes her dog has been murdered.

Because of the Rabbit
by Cynthia Lord
JF Lord
Emma, after years of being homeschooled, is starting public school for the very first time and more than anything she wants a best friend. But can she stay true to herself?

A Wolf Called Wander
by Rosanne Parry
JF Parry
A literary rendering of a remarkable true story traces the journey of a young wolf, who after being separated from his family navigates human and natural threats while traveling across the Pacific Northwest to safety.